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something more than understanding is required. Researchers also need to 
be clear in their own minds about wh�ther they aim to legitimize local 
knowledge solely in the eyes of the scientific community, by picking out the 
'tit-bits' of practical information, or whether they are trying to strengthen 
and maintain its cultural integrity. Juma (1987b) has argued that indi
genous knowledge could be 'delegitimized' in the eye� of local people, or 
reduced to trivia, if isolated from its cultural context and forced into the 
framework of western epistemology. Thrupp (1987) similarly argues that 
simply to collect the technically useful items of local knowledge in 
'scientized packages' will tend to devalue it. 

Legitimizing local knowledge may be important in maintaining a people's 

sense of values and in opposing cultural threats from outside, but to 
achieve that necessary recognition by discarding aspects of knowledge 
which refer, through symbolism, to social values, is self-defeating and 
contradictory. For example, in parts of Kenya, pastoralists have their own 
system of range management based on extensive indigenous ecological and 
social knowledge. If the pastoralists are to retain their identity and 
lifestyle, they must make their range management knowledge seem 
rational and legitimate to the government, but it is difficult to do this 

without sacrificing the social and cultural content of the knowledge which is 

a large part of what makes it effective. 
The problem is seen in its starkest terms in the context of indigenous 

medical practice. Physical illness always has social and psychological 
implications and the symbolism and ritual associated with much traditional 
medicine in Africa provides a means of coping with them. Traditional 
medicine is now achieving some recognition, partly by adopting profes
sional organizations and partly with the support of authorities unable to 
reach all their people with conventional medical services. But according to 
Last and Chavunduka (1988:267): 

there is an inherent danger that traditional medical knowledge will be 
defined simply in terms of its technical herbal expertise, that this 

experience will in turn be recognized only for its empirical pharma
cognosy, without reference to the symbolic and ritual matrix within 
which it is used - still less the social matrix in which those rituals and 
symbols have meaning. 

The risks encountered in farming are neither so personal as in illness, 
nor usually so threatening, so the ritual content of agricultural know
ledge and technique is usually less than in medicine. Even so, there is 
often a ritual content for reasons which the next section attempts to 
explain. 
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1.6 Agriculture as a performance 

PAUL RICHARDS 

\Is R&D directed at the wrong target?

/Iilthe rice-growing zone of West Africa, much agricultural research effort 
:,j�ince the 193?s _has gone into varietal selection. Release and spread of
··>Improved vaneties has been a key component in a number of subsequent
:;:r'green revolution'-type initiatives. Improved dryland rice varieties 

.'outyi�!d local varieties by about 10 to 30 per cent in typical on-farm 
t':\tondit1ons. 
it �e major constraint determining success or failure in the Mende village 
'7't1n Sierra Leone where I worked in 1982-3 was timely access to labour -
; · especially access to cooperative labour groups during the rice-planting 
, .. ,season. To secure a labour group at the right moment it is necessary both
;_to command a range of social skills (to know how to 'beg' the convenors) 
{\and to be in a position to offer the group the right food and other 
• . perquisites.
t?/ Labour groups will down tools if the food is not up to standard. They
F)must be offered rice. There must be fish or meat and sufficient salt in the
'< stew. Alcohol, cigarettes and cola are additional inducements. The busi

)�� of putti��L!?�ether c1n_'!_Kri�ll_lt_ll_@!_'Yo.rt�1:!Y is n()Lti_n"[�_tii� 
.'.busmess of orgamitng·a�i:lance, the other kind of party which enlivens 

. Mende village life:, The parallel is especially close where labour groups 

work to musical accompanlillent:'- � -
.r Agricultural researchers spend much time measuring rice yields, but 
!\there are few measurements relating to the significance of music in 
,. agri.£,ultur.al-production. What is the impact of drumming-on agncu1tural
')labo�r? In one case where I undertook measurements of the same group 
;,workmg on the same day with and without music, 20 per cent more work 
)was ciQne to_dru,roming_1han �th.Q!!._t it. I find this figure intriguing. It 

+;relates to what I would term a performance factor and is but one among 
;'many instances in peasant farming in Africa where the difference between 
'.:t'getting a performance factor right and wrong is of the same order of 
: in�ituae-as the productivity increment to be had from adopting research 
',recommerrdations. ·· · · · - ··· ··· 
'.}- By and large, agricultural research has so far ignored performance as an 

/ area for systematic enquiry. This is not for want of material. Much of social 
�:;theory is a t}J.t:!Qry 0Lp�rfofllli1_r1c�. The ethnographic literature-contai.ns 

;{many relevant examples, not least concerning the connect1on between 
(music and work, or brewing and the organization of work parties. The 
\(significance of this material, however, seems to have eluded agriculturalists 

;,;\working on small-farmer farming systems. 
)/ The meaning of 'performance' in this context can be illustrated by an 
;\example which also shows how distant normal agricultural research is from 
/-performance thinking. The example comes from a discussion by Michael 
', Watts (1983) concerning the way Hausa farmers in a village in Katsina, 
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northern Nigeria, compensate for the effects of poor rainfall. What he 
observed was that the farmers make a series of rolling adjustments to 
drought. If the rains are late or sto'p unexpectedly, the first planting of 
sorghum may fail. The existing farm is replanted as many times as is 
necessary or until the farmer no longer has any seed left. At each re
planting a different seed mix may be tried, better to fit available resources 
to changing circumstances. As the need arises and resources permit the 
farmer may then hedge or criss-cross the main plot with various back-up 
and insurance crops. 

Farmigg.systems-'"researc}lers miglltjI11.igine ____ themsel:ves--t-0beJ:>1!_ familiar 
groundat thi�oint. TheywouTcf tend (so Watts argues) to treat-each of 
these resylting crg_p}>i11g patterns as a pre-determined design, as if in effect 
eacnfarmerhad said, 'this year to-minimize the nskofdroriglii: I will plant 
so much sorghum, so much millet, so much cassava', etc. 

This is to misunderstand almosLe!!_tirely what has happe11ed. The crop 
mix - the layout ofcfiltereiifcrnp8- in thelie@ - is nofadesign but a result, 
a com�t�<:Lp.erformance. What transpired in that performance and why -: 
can only be interpreted by reconstructing the sequence of events in time. 

· Each mixture is an his_t_m:icaLreco:r-CLofwhat happened to a �cific__farmer
on----�speci:fic piece of laml_j�_§pecific yea�t-a:!Fattetnpi: to im_p}�_!Ilent

! �Cgeneraltlieoryo[Tnter-specieseooTogical
----
complementarity ( as plant

• !�ecologi:StStnighni.ipposeJ.---- - - - --
• ----- Researchers, -then, are looking at the wrong problem. They are looking

for the combinatorial logic in intercropping where what matters to the !. 

Hausa farmer is sequential adjustment to unpredictable conditions. It is
important therefore not to confuse �ial with temp ____ oraUQgi_c - not to __ _ 
conflate plan and perloimance.----· -----

, 
�ur-·conventional agricultural research is not good at coping with 
performance issues for basic methodological reasons. T�ao_d ____ experic 
ments are 'out of time'. This is the basis for replication and comparison. By 

oofftrasnlieTssu�sat stalce ill performance_only become apparent when the 
performance IS for real. 

Thinking about performance 

If conventional agricultural R&D has so far failed to take on performance 
issues, where might we look for models and inspiration? Musical perform
ance is not a bad starting point, not only because music is integral to 
agricultural performance in many societies, but because it provides some 
useful questions about the link between analyst and performer. 

A useful parallel can be drawn between musical analysts ( critics and 
scholars) in 'western' concert music and agricultural scientists. Both are 
high status intellectuals concerned to understand how their subject matter 
works. The analogy breaks down (in a useful and thought-provoking 
way) when we factor in the performer. Concert artists are at least the 
equal of musical analysts in power and social standing. The connection 
between 'research' and 'performance' is open to negotiation between 
equals: some performers find analysis helpful and interesting, others are 
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(ppeilly sceptical about what musicology contributes to their success as 
:.performers. 
{'Agricultural research for resource-poor farmers is different. Here the 

Sfperformers are all of low status and little influence. They too may be 
f)sceptical of whether research helps, but they have little scope for voicing 
}1,llis · scepticism. In this case, analysts are powerful individuals whose 
2:confidence that performers would perform better if they hearkened to 
?analytical advice brooks no argument. 
;\\ Chambers (1983) has addressed this asymmetry between analysts and 
�performers in tropical agriculture and has suggested dealing with it by a 
cseries of conscious inversions and role-reversals - trying to get researchers 
'.Jo assume the farmer's standpoint. One way to do this might be to impose 
lfeal life' constraints on the running of experiments and trials. This, I take 
it/is one of the factors in recent enthusiasm for on-farm trials and with
inner research programmes. Trying to run a farm with the resources 
available to the typical peasant farmer is certainly a salutary experience. I 
would argue, however, that such initiatives will remain unrealistic from the 
performance point of view because they are powerless to grasp the way in 
:which farming operations are embedded in a social context and therefore 
µµssthe contingencies generated by that context (reasons of the 'last week 
wee had to sell the cow to pay for granny's funeral' kind). 
j:'Thi.s is something with which Il!�J!LfQ�.r�_ are familiar. !11� 1_!Ijy_,_��e, pr�!ife not to 111a1'� mistakes. They pl���d how to 
hrase a melody;- coordinate entrances, pace the various sectfons of a 
iece, but much_q_(_t}!j§_planniIIg i:;nay:go awry_on the nigh_t, Faced with the 

Ri:�alities of an audience it suddenly seems different. A good musician needs 
i>ther skills, therefore - how to overcome nerves, how not to panic, how to
· �cover from mistakes. No one, however talented, plays perfectly all the

· e. The capacity to keep going and avoid complete breakdown is always
;important musical skill, however hard to define or teach.

Jt may be of interest, therefore, to agriculturalists to pay systematic
)tention to the �Qlllil&-Sk-ill� of concert performers. An initial survey
: ggests the range of strategies is unusually wide. Some are based on
'. ,Illmon sense and experience. Others depend on medi�ion or ad_�c:e
!foril psyc_!!_glogists. Then there are those based on 'incngenous' theories
geveloped by performers themselves. Much in the last category will appear
J<> outsiders to be pseudo-scientific mumbo-jumbo. But to the performer

'appling with nerves and stage fright, scienti_fi_c
: 
�e,spectability isof litt�

'ignificance,__Jt only n1atters tll ____ at it works. ----- --- -------· -
?Tliis helps, I tfimk, put niucli 'iridfgenous technical knowledge' in the
gricultural field into a new and useful context. Much of it should be
i_idged and valued not by the standards of scientific analysis, but as sel!: _ _
elp therapy through which farmers put their mistakes and disasters behind 
c.-eri:nviihout the performance grinding to a halt. B!Jt to_1i:ei1t ITK _as a 

·- �tch and mend philosophy in this way is not to devalueit. The problem is
)tscience (infatuated with enoless vistas of new research funding?)

tpfally underestimates the capacity to keep going under difficulties. In the
appalling environmental arul economic conditions -faced by many poor
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farmers in the tropics.�en to reproduce the status quo is ()JJen a brilliantly •.
innovative achievement:-- ··········-·· ·· -·-····-· 

. Perhaps·rne·gap.between farmers a�d researchers could be closed if ... 
those on the formal side of the fence reflected upon one lesson in particular 
from the musical field. Technical perfection is no guarantee that an , 
audience will be moved. Conversely, technically imperfect performances 
are sometimes great performances. The composer Gustav Holst (reflecting 
upon musical performances by amateurs) used to say that 'iL�g is 
worth doing at all it is w9rth doing.badly',. This comes close to the essence 
of wfiatitis·a:bcruqretformance that so frequently eludes 'normal science'. 

Implications for research methods 

How might agriculturalists begin to understand agriculture as social action .· 
and determine new (though inevitably more modest) targets for assistance,. 
to agricultural activities inextricably bound up in larger social processes? 

One answer is that so-called ethnographic methods will assume much 
greater prominence in agricultural research than hitherto. Ethnographic 
methods (notably participant observation) allow some access to and . 
understanding of performance issues in agriculture. The approach is not .· 
new. It was notably pioneered by de Schlippe (1956), an agronomist who\ 
retrained as an anthropologist and wrote what is still one of the best books 
on performance in African agriculture. One of his great achievements was 
to show that aspects of life totally alien to agriculture in a scientist's eyes.:. 
are eminently explicable when seen in performance terms. One example is . 
the relevance of witchcraft beliefs in the process of screwing up the: 
performer's nerves to 'concert pitch' (or alternatively, undermining thei 
confidence of rivals, perhaps deterring thieves from raiding isolated farm·· 
encampments during lengthy dry-season absences on hunting expeditions).:'. 

The attention paid to participants' own theories of performance is a ; 
central feature of the ethnography of performance. Again, some of the , 
best material concerns music, notably in Ruth Stone's (1982) book on the 
organization of the musical event among the Kpelle of Liberia. She pays ·. 
particular attention to the way in which sponsors of musical events, · 
musicians and audiences, negotiate a performance and then how they i
understand the business of performing well. This introduces the reader to a 
range of performance skills, as understood by the Kpelle - timing, turn
taking, how to begin and end, how to cue, entrances and exits, how to cope 
with mistakes and broader notions of harmony, togetherness and the social 
and spiritual auspices under which music takes place. 

Stone's study is especially interesting when read alongside the work of> 
Bellman (1984) on the social uses of secrecy in Kpelle society. Bellman,' 
working within the ethnomethodological tradition, is concerned with the 
way the Kpelle use ideas about ritual secrecy to segregate and demarcate 
distinct discourses. The ability to speak in Kpelle is far from being simply a 
question of possessing relevant knowledge. 'Speaking' is having a licence · 
to perform. Such licences are gained through membership of appropriate 
closed associations ('secret societies'). 
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fj)This is a useful and immediate corrective to any naive view of the 
{possibilities for interaction between farmers and agricultural scientists, or 
(to simple belief in the capacity of such dialogue to achieve generally 
iheneficial results. Researchers would first have to examine the auspices 
\µnder which any participatory debate took place and how those auspices 
were · interpreted both by participants and bystanders. Since it is not 
obvious without careful prior empirical investigation that Kpelle notions 

,)>n these points would in any way coincide with those of agricultural 
\.researchers, the possibilities for cultural mis-communication must be 
/i:enormous. 
\!; ':fhus accounts of agricultural performance informed by critical insights 
' JJhe kind deployed by Stone and Bellman are badly needed in agri
Eµltural research. As my material at the outset suggests one place to start 

/would be the process of labour negotiation. Another is how 'household 
'.Jaiming units' are put together. 'Farm households' are not fixed in social 
/structure. To a large extent they are the result of specific social negoti

tions (eg, marriage transactions). In some cases, they are negotiated and 
enegotiated on an annual basis. This brings into question the tendency 

among agricultural economists and farming systems researchers to treat the 
'farm household' as a unit. 
\Another obvious area for further work is performance under duress. 
C9ping skills in agriculture are often especially difficult to pin down 
•systematically and describe, but there have been good beginnings in the
.work of Michael Watts (1983) on coping with drought and Barbara Harrell
iBond (1986) on refugee resettlement. This last study is especially important
Jgt demonstrating the extent to which refugee survival is skilled social
)cbievement. By describing the contrast in fortunes of self-settled refugees
,arid those in camps run by agencies, Harrell-Bond demonstrates the need
. above all to sustain those senses of vision and purpose through which social
:groups retain their capacity to act in a creative and cohesive manner. 
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